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FROM THE EDITOR

One Voter’s Personal Opinion …

B Y  J O H N  C .  G R E G O R Y  J R .

P
lease allow me to share my personal opinion on a 
subject about which I feel very strongly.   I note 
this is not an “editorial.”  It is not the opinion of the 
editorial board of this magazine, the leadership of 

the Philadelphia Bar Association or even the Association itself.  
It is but one man’s humble opinion. 

I have voluntarily served on the editorial board of The 
Philadelphia Lawyer magazine for many years.  In that time, 
I have taken my turn when asked to 
serve as the magazine’s editor-in-
chief.  Basically, this means I run 
the monthly editorial board meetings 
where we choose the content for the 
next publication. The editor-in-chief is 
also afforded the opportunity to write 
a piece we call “From the Editor.” 
Traditionally, this piece can be on any 
subject of the editor’s choosing and is 
printed without the review or approval 
of the editorial board.  It is not intended 
to be an editorial, per se, nor the voice 
or opinion of the Association.  That 
role is reserved for the Chancellor and 
the Board of Governors.  I wanted to 
make these roles clear so there was no 
way you, the reader, could possibly 
misinterpret this, my 14th “From the 
Editor” piece, as representing the view 
or opinion of the Association.  I am 
entirely and solely responsible for the 
views and opinions that follow.  

Accordingly, I beseech all good 
patriots of sound conscience, who 
possess even an ounce of self-respect, 
to reach deep down to the core of our 
shared belief system as Americans and demand this president 
resign his position to save the country from the inevitable 
battles ahead over his abuse of power, neglect of the rule of law 
and aggressive disdain for our democratic process.  

The attorney general can characterize the findings of the 
Mueller report any way he wants. The fact is the report provides 
ample evidence of a president who actively undermined our 

democracy and relied upon the unlawful influence of our enemy 
to win election.

Moreover, for the attorney general, without a statutory 
basis, to proclaim this president did not obstruct justice, 
despite the Mueller report being inconclusive on the subject, is 
unconscionable and thinly veiled politics.  We should all get to 
appoint our prosecutor!  

I think history will not look favorably upon this attorney 
general’s actions relative to the evidence 
produced by the Mueller report.  

Indeed, our Founding Fathers 
provided the tools for the removal 
from office of persons who commit 
high crimes and misdemeanors.  I, 
personally, feel the president’s multiple 
examples of obvious lack of capacity, 
self-dealing and fabrication of the 
truth should be enough to commence 
impeachment proceedings.  How else 
will we really ever know?  The special 
counsel was not charged with the 
investigation of these factors.  That 
said, while the definition and proof 
of these crimes may be the subject of 
debate, there can be little debate that this 
president will not survive the plethora 
of investigations and court proceedings 
pending in multiple jurisdictions. The 
country would be better served by his 
resignation.   

To date, he has already suffered the 
personal embarrassment of having 
his “charitable foundation” closed, 
with fines and penalties, due to its 
illegal actions.  Were he not the sitting 

president, which under some interpretations shields him from 
certain criminal liability, he would certainly be under indictment 
in the Southern District of New York, as he has been named 
as a co-conspirator in one or more cases pending there for 
tax evasion and campaign law violations.   Meanwhile, there 
can be little doubt that Congress will continue to investigate 
obstruction of justice claims and violations of the emoluments 
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clause.  How can we, as a country, ignore 
such blatant disrespect for our laws and 
way of life?   I call upon my fellow 
citizens’ Better Angels not to wait for 
Congress to act before demanding this 
president's resignation.

I know that this piece is not going to 
please many of my conservative friends.  
In fact, I expect I might even suffer 
some form of retaliation for expressing 
my opinion.  Oh, well, Mr. President, 
welcome to MY bully pulpit!

As mentioned in previous columns, 
I am a card-carrying Republican, and 
have been since the mid-1980s.  I just 
cannot stand by and watch this president 
carelessly and thoughtlessly destroy the 
presidency as an institution.  It does 
not take a trained observer to note with 
alarm his often rambling, incoherent 
dissertations - like a punch-drunk Fidel 
Castro - on subjects about which he 
obviously knows nothing.  He shrivels 
from any personal affront in a Nixonesque 
paranoia, which borrows language from 
his various fanciful conspiracy theories, 
to blame a “deep state” for his problems.  
We deserve more than to be subject to 
the tweets of a soulless individual who 
hides, like the bully he is, behind this 
short-form paradigm with random, often 
inarticulate, misspelled nonsense.  Is this 
not evidence enough that he is unfit to 
serve? 

If someone had told you there would 
come a day when a president would 
ignore his or her own intelligence officers 
and proclaim national emergencies 
where there is no evidence of same, 
when the country is not at war and 

where the Congress has already acted 
against the president’s wishes, it would 
have been considered unfathomable.   If 
someone said there would come a day 
when a president would refuse to divulge 
the content of direct discussions with the 
president of Russia to his own cabinet … 
order the translator for that meeting to 
destroy the notes … and fire the director 
of the FBI, considering the obviously 
odd attitude of the president toward our 
most concerning enemy, no one would 
have believed it.  It surely must be the 
subject of some far-fetched Tom Clancy-
like fiction.  

These are the facts.  To my mind, 
however, it goes beyond that.  It goes to 
this man’s very demeanor.   No president 
in history has unabashedly lied more to 
the American people than this one, and 
he continues to do so, apparently in the 
hope his audience does not know the 
truth, or can be convinced his “alternative 
facts” are true.  We as a people should 
not stand for a president who lies to us 
even once ... let alone over 8,000 times 
in just over 800 days in office.  No parent 
would stand for such behavior by a child, 
nor should we from our president. 

I do not want a president who talks to 
the American people like a two-bit thug.   
I do not want to listen to a president 
who unnecessarily demeans others with 
slanderous playground slang.  I do not 
want a president who compliments white 
supremacists and denounces Latinos as 
an entire ethnic group out of pure hate.  
I do not want a president who continues 
to denigrate my fellow Americans, 
opening fresh wounds over a century old 
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I, personally, feel the president’s multiple 
examples of obvious lack of capacity, 

self-dealing and fabrication of the 
truth should be enough to commence 

impeachment proceedings. 
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in pursuit of unjustified policies that are backed by deception 
and lies.  His targets know no bounds:  war-hero senators, entire 
federal circuit courts, specific federal judges, an assortment of 
political opponents and even the free press.

Do his so-called supporters not know that he is insulting their 
intelligence with every lie he tells?  Can they not even track 
his own words to see how dishonest he really is?    How can 
reasonably intelligent persons of ordinary honesty not see his 
active deceit in all of this?  In anyone else, this behavior would 
be deemed pathological.  My friends, he is not trying to sell 
you a condo.  He is supposed to be running our country and 
representing all the people of the United States!

How do I come to this position?  
My earliest “political” memory is the day of John F. Kennedy’s 

funeral.  I knew it must be important when, at seven years old, I 
was told I could not go outside and play until it was over!  I note 
this   memory is coupled with seeing The Beatles on Ed Sullivan 
on the same black-and-white TV.  It would not be the last time 
my favorite rock band, The Beatles, and my politics would meet 
at a crossroads.

Of course, then there was President Johnson and the vivid 
images of Vietnam on the evening news.  Upsetting memories 
included laying on my parents’ bed watching the Smothers 
Brothers only to have the show interrupted to report the 
assassination of Martin Luther King Jr., or not being able to 
concentrate on my end-of-year homework when the news 
came that RFK had been shot only two months later.  By the 
time Nixon came along, I had started reading on the subject 
of politics.  I recall reading “The Selling of the President” by 
Villanova graduate, Joe McGinniss.  It stirred feelings that led 
to what I perceived as a natural inclination to question authority.  
By the end of eighth grade, I had organized a group of friends to 
skip school and take the Paoli Local into Philadelphia to attend 
the first Earth Day rally in Fairmount Park.  “Revolution” by 
The Beatles was playing on the radio and I knew something was 
happening.  

My political maturation next involved my ongoing arguments 
with my father during the 1972 presidential election.  Of course, 
I took the McGovern side and my father supported Nixon.  In 
the long run, I was right.  This corresponded with my personal 
articulation of my more liberal politics while in high school.  
As president of my junior class, I took the unpopular position 
that there should be no junior prom queen.  Imagine.  The war 
was ongoing, Nixon was in the process of being impeached 
and I though a prom queen was a bourgeois expression of 
sexism.  That, and my ardent support for the smoking room,  
got me elected!

In college, when I could vote in a real election, I had only 
one self-respecting choice:  I registered as a Socialist.  A real 
Socialist ... not the made-up kind our current president is 
knocking because some high-powered public relations firm has 
told him it will play well with his supporters.  

Quite the liberal political pedigree indeed, wouldn't you 
agree?  I am sure there are even some of my living relatives 
who do not realize some of these things about my past.  But, 
then again, as President John Adams said, “... If a person is 
not a liberal when he is twenty, he has no heart; if he is not a 
conservative when he is forty, he has no head ...”  That was me.  
The transformation complete, I became a Reagan Republican.  
A staunch fiscal conservative buoyed by the promise of a bull 
market and strong economy. 

And I remained so, until now.  A special 50th Anniversary 
edition of The Beatles’ “White Album” has been released 
to great critical acclaim, and I have been awakened by the 
treacherous, swindling, misogynistic deviant presently in the 
White House.  Out of the prejudice he pedals; the poverty that 
his policies impart; the efforts of his party to keep certain classes 
and races from voting; the failure to acknowledge climate 
change while allowing industrialists to strip away important 
regulations protecting our open space, endangered species and 
environment; and his blatant failure to listen to his intelligence 
advisers, it is as obvious as the president’s fake tan and heavily 
tinted hair that we cannot afford to wait until the next election to 
see this president’s term end in shame.  To wait and allow him 
to continue to abuse his executive power in ways that impact on 
our very rule of law only makes us contributorily responsible 
for his lies and deception.  Do not let him bully us and hold us 
hostage to his thoughtless whims and unplaced predilections.  

We need to act now.  I, personally, think the Philadelphia Bar 
Association should pass a resolution demanding the president to 
resign.  Let us be the first bar association to do so, as Philadelphia 
institutions have been first in many instances, and take a stand.  
Let us ring the patriotic bell of freedom once again against this 
tyranny ... against this effort to diminish the rule of law.  Let us 
publicly proclaim our dissatisfaction with the hypocrisy that has 
resulted in inaction by a Republican Congress.  Let us do what 
we know in our hearts is the right thing to do.  Now!

This piece is dedicated to the memory of Harry Lore, who 
served on this magazine’s Editorial Board for many years.

John C. Gregory Jr. is editor-in-chief of The Philadelphia Lawyer.  

Let us ring the patriotic bell of freedom once again against  
this tyranny ... against this effort to diminish the rule of law. 

Let us publicly proclaim our dissatisfaction with the hypocrisy 
that has resulted in inaction by a Republican Congress.  Let us 

do what we know in our hearts is the right thing to do.
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pa courthouses ■ farmington fraud ■ measels ■ in memoriam

BriefsBriefsBriefs
F

or the undocumented, due 
process has been hard to find 
in Pennsylvania lately. A Janu-

ary 2019 report by the Sheller Center 
for Social Justice at Temple University, 
“Obstructing Justice: The Chilling 
Effect of ICE’s Arrests of Immigrants 
at Pennsylvania Courthouses,” reveals 
that U.S. Immigration and Customs 
Enforcement (ICE) has not only in-
creased arrests in the state since 2016, 
it has also increased aggressiveness 
as officers opt to lay in wait and arrest 
people when they show up at court-
houses for unrelated matters. More 
disturbingly, ICE has been assisted by 
court officials, probation officers, and, 
in one instance, by a judge who had 
ICE detain a man over whose wedding 
the judge presided—in the end, the man 
turned out to be a legal resident, and 
AP News reports that he is currently 
suing the judge. 

Attorneys and advocates for the 
undocumented report that the highly 
publicized stories of detainments and 
arrests at courthouses has spread fear 

throughout the immigrant community. 
The manifestation of this fear is that 
immigrants stop showing up to court or 
cease reporting crimes as witnesses or 
victims for fear of being deported.

“The people who were detained 
in the past were people who were 
already convicted of fairly serious and 
deportable offenses,” said Philadelphia 
immigration lawyer Mike Henry in 
a WHYY.org article from December 
2017. “The enforcement priorities have 
changed all that, kind of stood it on its 
head.”

In Jananuary 2018, ICE issued a 
directive detailing procedures for 
courthouse arrests which states that ICE 
arrests are to take place in “non-public” 
areas and that accompanying friends and 
family members are not to be arrested 
“absent special circumstances, such as 
where the individual poses a threat to 
public safety or interferes with ICE’s  
enforcement actions.” A footnote to the 
text leaves the determination of such 
threat or interference up to the discretion 
of ICE.

Fear and ICE at Pennsylvania Courthouses

Get Published in

The Editorial Board of this 
magazine welcomes submissions 
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Farmington Hills Fraud
U.S. Immigration 

and Customs 
Enforcement is 

expanding its activities in both scope 
and creativity. On Jan. 31, the Detroit 
Free Press reported that eight people 
were arrested and indicted on charges 
of conspiracy to commit visa fraud and 
harboring aliens for profit in connection 
with the University of Farmington in 
Farmington Hills, Michigan. Across the 

nation on Jan. 30, 130 foreign students 
enrolled at that university were arrested 
on civil immigration charges.  

Federal prosecutors claim that the 
students knowingly engaged with the 
university under a “pay-and-stay” 
scheme, in which their tuition enabled 
them to enroll in a student visa program 
and work in the U.S. The University of 
Farmington, however, was not real; it 
was created by ICE to attract students 



D
eclared eradicated in the U.S. in 2000, measles 
has made a comeback, in large part to alarmingly 
resilient anti-vaccination propaganda. On Jan. 25., 

Gov. Jay Inslee of Washington declared a State of Emer-
gency in response to the—at the time—more than two-dozen 
confirmed cases of measles in Clark County, Washington. As 
of March 18, the number had risen to 73. According to the 
U.S. Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, measles has 
reared its head in California, Colorado, Connecticut, Georgia, 
Illinois, Kentucky, New Hampshire, New Jersey, New York, 
Oregon and Texas, bringing the total number of U.S. cases to 
268 as of March 14. In 2018, there were 372 reported cases 
for the entire year.

KOMO News, out of Seattle, reported that “patient zero” 
of the Washington outbreak traveled to the U.S. from another 
country before interacting with a large group of unvaccinated 
children who then carried the disease to a host of public sites, 
including clinics, schools, a Costco, a Portland Trailblazers 
basketball game and even across the ocean to the Big Island of 
Hawaii, according to OregonLive.com—the online edition of 
The Oregonian.

Measles is a highly contagious viral disease that can linger in 
the air of an enclosed area for up to two hours after an infected 
person has left it. Symptoms include cough, runny nose, itchy 
eyes and a fever, and several days after the initial onset, a rash 
develops that starts on the head or face before moving down 
the body. The infected is contagious up to four days before and 
after the onset of the rash, and complications can include ear 
infections, pneumonia or total hearing loss.

The measles vaccine is part of a pack of required childhood 
vaccinations administered usually around 12–15 months of 
age. An individual can bypass a vaccine, however, through 
a medical or a personal exemption. Some people cannot be 
vaccinated due to medical conditions or allergies—thus 
incurring a medical exemption— so they rely upon the 
concept of “herd immunity”—wherein everyone around them 
is vaccinated—to protect them from contracting measles. For 

herd immunity to work, the vaccination percentage of the 
community needs to be between 93 and 95 percent.

One of the reasons measles erupted in Clark County, 
specifically, is that it has one of the lowest vaccination rates in 
the state. OregonLive.com reports that only 77.4% of public 
school children have completed vaccinations. 

According to AP News, Washington, among several other 
states, is currently rethinking its vaccination exemption 
legislation in hopes of cutting down on the number of personal 
exemptions. Other states, however, such as Arizona and 
Montana, are actually considering legislation that could allow 
for even more personal exemptions. Stay tuned.
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Brian D. Rosenthal
April 23, 2017, age 64

John F. Kennedy Jr.
Feb. 21, 2018, age 68

Joel P. Fishbein
March 2, 2018, age 80

Peter Talbot
June 26, 2018, age 93

Leon W. Silverman
July 25, 2018, age 78

Judge Henry E. Oliver
Nov. 26, 2018, age 77

Joseph McCabe Walker
Feb. 3, 2019, age 82

Charles Kopp
Feb. 6, 2019, age 86

Lester Krasno
March 11, 2019 age 74

Noma H. Shaw
Age 73

■   I N  M E M O R I A M  ■

Please send In Memoriam notices to 
tplmag@philabar.org.

Have you considered a contribution to the Philadelphia Bar 
Foundation in memory of a de ceased colleague?
For information, call Jessica Hilburn-Holmes, 

executive director, at 215-238-6347.

whose original student visas had expired. The eight who were 
indicted are accused of working as recruiters and for receiving 
cash and other kickbacks in exchange for bringing in students. 
Attorneys for the detained who spoke to the Detroit Free Press 
claim students believed they were enrolled in a legitimate 
university. 

ICE went deep with the ruse. The university had a website 
(the now-defunct https://universityoffarmington.edu/), a real 
physical address and during the university’s operation from 
February 2017 to January 2019, the university claimed to be 
approved by the Department of Homeland Security. Likewise, 
the department listed the university as a legitimate school for 
foreign students.

Television station WXYZ in Farmington Hills visited the 
physical address and interviewed people who worked in 
the building there. They described students with backpacks 
showing up to the site, looking for information about when 

the school was open and attempting to find out about classes. 
“I feel sad for them because I know some of them didn’t 

know,” said Steven Jeffers, who works in the building. “I hope 
they clear it up, clear their name.”

Measles Moseys on Back
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I remember discussing Hurricane 
Katrina with local colleagues, 
who breathed a collective sigh of 
relief because, “A disaster like 

that couldn’t happen in Philadelphia.” 
They also pooh-poohed the idea that a 
disaster like Katrina would strike here.

What they ignored, however, is the 
fact that you don’t have to have a Katrina 
to have a disaster strike your office. 
Then I mentioned the Feb. 23, 1991 fire 
at One Meridian, the high-rise office 
building that used to be across from 
City Hall, and they looked at me. Some 
nodded knowingly, younger lawyers had 
quizzical looks on their faces. And one 
attorney, who has at times authored this 
column, mentioned that if his office had 
been in that building, he would have 
simply turned in his law license and 
found a new career.

While hurricanes, historical levels of 
flooding, and other natural disasters do 
not happen around here very often, other 
disasters can, like the Meridian fire. 
The Federal Emergency Management 
Agency even issued a report about the 
fire1, which explained that “The fire 
claimed the lives of three Philadelphia 
firefighters and gutted eight floors of a 
38-story fire-resistive building causing 
an estimated $100 million in direct 
property loss and an equal or greater loss 
through business interruption. Litigation 
resulting from the fire amounts to an 
estimated $4 billion in civil damage 
claims. Twenty months after the fire this 
building, one of Philadelphia’s tallest, 
situated on Penn Square directly across 
from City Hall, still stood unoccupied 
and fire-scarred, its structural integrity in 
question.”

The building eventually was 
demolished in 1999, but for eight years 
it remained a charred grim reminder 
that disasters can happen anywhere. It 
is also important to remember that the 

One Meridian fire occurred in the days 
when the cloud didn’t exist, and most 
law firms were either not computerized 
or had primitive systems that made it 
almost impossible to recreate their files. 
Many law firms had offices at One 
Meridian, and many lost everything 
because of the fire. Others slowly 
recreated their files by working with the 
courts and counsel in their cases. But it 
took time, and resurrection of files was 
a continuous reminder of the need for 
disaster preparedness. 

Fast forward a couple of decades and 
there are still law firms that have no 
backup systems and remain primarily 
paper-based. They are a disaster waiting 
to happen.

To provide guidance to lawyers about 
the need to prepare for whatever type of 
disaster may occur, the American Bar 
Association Standing Committee on 
Ethics and Professional Responsibility 
has issued Formal Opinion 482, “Ethical 
Obligations Related to Disasters,” which 
concluded that lawyers have an ethical 
obligation to implement reasonable 

measures to safeguard client property 
and to prepare for business interruptions. 
In addition, the Opinion concludes that:

•  Model Rule of Professional Conduct 
1.4 (communication) requires 
lawyers to take reasonable steps to 
communicate with clients after a 
disaster. 

•  Model Rule 1.1 (competence) 
requires lawyers to develop sufficient 
competence in technology to meet 
their obligations under the Rules 
after a disaster. 

•  Model Rule 1.15 (safekeeping 
property) requires lawyers to protect 
trust accounts, documents and 
property the lawyer is holding for 
clients or third parties. 

•  Model Rule 5.5 (multijurisdictional 
practice) limits practice by lawyers 
displaced by a disaster. 

•  Model Rules 7.1 through 7.3 limit 
lawyers’ advertising directed to and 
solicitation of disaster victims. 

•  By proper advance preparation and 
planning and taking advantage of 
available technology during recovery 

Disaster Waiting to Happen
You Don’t Need to Have  
a Hurricane to Have a Disaster

ETHICS By DANIEL J. SIEGEL



efforts, lawyers can reduce their risk 
of violating the Rules of Professional 
Conduct after a disaster.

Pennsylvania’s Rules of Professional 
Conduct mirror each of these Model 
Rules closely.

In short, firms must prepare for 
foreseeable disasters. 

While designed to outline the 
ethical obligations relating to disaster 
preparation, the ABA opinion is a helpful 
guide for every attorney. Lawyers in areas 
such as Philadelphia should review the 
opinion with special attention to Section 
E (“Loss of Files and Other Client 
Property”), which explains obligations 
relating to files. In particular, the opinion 
notes that “[l]awyers who maintain only 
paper files or maintain electronic files 
solely on a local computer or local server 
are at higher risk of losing those records 
in a disaster. A lawyer’s responsibilities 
regarding these files vary depending on 
the nature of the stored documents and 
the status of the affected clients.” In 
general, however, recent ethics opinions 
suggest that firms should, at a minimum, 
backup files both locally and in the cloud, 
thus eliminating the possibility that files 
are irrevocably lost. 

But a firm’s obligations go beyond this 
and impact their relationship with clients. 

According to the Opinion, lawyers must 
also notify current and former clients 
of the loss of documents with intrinsic 
value, such as original executed wills and 
trusts, deeds, and negotiable instruments, 
and must also “make reasonable efforts 
to reconstruct documents of intrinsic 
value for both current and former clients, 
or to obtain copies of the documents that 
come from an external source.” 

Consider the enormity of this 
obligation just as it applies to firms that 
store original wills. Does the firm have 
to notify every client and advise them to 
resign every will? Almost certainly yes. 
And then there is the corollary issue, 
does the firm also have an obligation to 
review those documents to confirm that 
they are up-to-date? Such a requirement 
is far more difficult for documents such 
as wills. 

Another issue discussed in the 
ABA opinion is the obligation to keep 
complete records accounting for funds 
and property of clients and third parties 
held by the lawyer and to preserve those 
records for five years after the end of 
representation. The opinion notes that 
“A lawyer whose trust account records 
are lost or destroyed in a disaster must 
attempt to reconstruct those records 
from other available sources to fulfill  

this obligation.” 
For Pennsylvania lawyers, this 

obligation already exists under Rule of 
Professional Conduct 1.15(c), which 
requires lawyers to maintain their IOLTA 
accounts in a manner consistent with best 
practices. Under the rule, a Pennsylvania 
attorney must maintain IOLTA account 
records in hard copy or by electronic, 
photographic or other media “provided 
that the records otherwise comply with 
this rule and that printed copies can be 
produced.” In addition, attorneys must 
“have a backup so that the records are 
secure and always available” and if 
records are kept only in electronic form, 
they must be backed up on “a separate 
electronic storage device at least at the 
end of any day on which entries have 
been entered into the records.” 

But in the end, every attorney must 
prepare differently for disasters. If, for 
example, your office is in a location 
that floods, then you must consider that 
possibility when determining where to 
store your servers and other equipment. 
Or, if your firm has multiple locations, 
you must consider what issues could 
arise in each location and prepare for 
them.

As the ABA concluded, “Lawyers 
must be prepared to deal with disasters. 
Foremost among a lawyer’s ethical 
obligations are those to existing 
clients, particularly in maintaining 
communication. Lawyers must also 
protect documents, funds, and other 
property the lawyer is holding for clients 
or third parties. By proper advance 
preparation and taking advantage of 
available technology during recovery 
efforts, lawyers will reduce the risk of 
violating professional obligations after  
a disaster.”

1 U.S. Fire Administration/Technical 
Report Series, “Highrise Office Building 
Fire One Meridian Plaza,”  
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, USFA-
TR-049/February 1991

Daniel J. Siegel, a member of the Board of 
The Philadelphia Lawyer, is the principal 
of the Law Offices of Daniel J. Siegel, 
which provides appellate, writing and trial 
preparation services to other attorneys, as 
well as ethical and disciplinary guidance. 
He can be reached at  
dan@danieljsiegel.com.
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In my own case, the most famous person I ever spent some 
time with was Willem de Kooning, the Dutch-born American 
artist, who gained fame as one of “the New York School” of 
painters in the style referred to as Abstract Expressionism or 
“action painting.”

The occasion of my having the opportunity to spend time 
with de Kooning was in 1969, when my family and I sailed 
across the Atlantic on the SS Rotterdam and I got to know 
“Bill,” recognizing who he was only after mistaking him for 
the American poet Carl Sandburg, whom he resembled.  They 
shared that certain look—a shock of white hair which somehow 
always fell into place over one eye; no matter when or where, it 
was always there.

There was another celebrity on board—the writer, John 
Updike, around whose candle the literary moths circled—but 
I set my sights on de Kooning as someone I wanted to know.  I 
made the connection, and during the five-day crossing, spent at 
least an hour or two every day in conversation with him, from 
side-by-side deck chairs, talking about art, and the world of art, 
the state of the world, and first causes and last effects.   What I 
remember most about the great artist was the air of genuineness 
he exuded.  Without being self-effacing or over-modest, he 
seemed to be totally aware of who he was and who he was not, 

and totally comfortable in his 
own skin.

When I asked the inevitable 
question, he didn’t condescend, 
or remind me that it was the 
inevitable question; he just 
answered it as though he had 
never been asked it before. 

 “Well,” he said, or something 
to that effect, “I’ll tell you how 
I remember it, how I became a 

painter, as you ask.”
“It was during the Depression.  I was barely eking out a living.  

I had a friend—Ben Shahn—a lithographer, who wanted to 
participate in a government-funded art project.  He was going 
to apply for a job through one of the New Deal agencies created 
by President Roosevelt, and he asked me to go along with him 
to make the application.  I was behind him in line, and he got an 
assignment to help paint Social Conscience murals in schools 
and government buildings in some small town in New Jersey.  I 
was next in line, and the clerk, who saw I was there with Ben, 
said, ‘I suppose you are a painter, too,’ and when I answered yes, 
he said, ‘Well, I guess if they need one, they can take two, so 
you can go with your friend, here.’ And that’s how I got started 
as a painter.”

“But hadn’t you already been painting?” I said with a 
questioning look.  

“Yes I was,” said de Kooning, pausing for effect.  “I was a 
house painter.” Pause. “And some say I should have stayed so.”

Willem “Wild Bill” de Kooning, the bad boy of that particular 
period and artistic genre in the post-WWII  American art scene, 
was unquestionably the most celebrated person with whom I 
have ever spent “quality time,” but I did have a longer and far 
more involved acquaintance with another celebrity, from whom 

By Steve LaCheen

MEMOIR:   
“THAT OLD BLACK MAGIC” MAN

D uring the pre-electronic era, when people interacted with other people, I 
often initiated an after-dinner diversion which required neither equipment 
nor table space.  At that moment when the room went quiet and someone 

might ask if the clock hands were at “twenty of” or “twenty after,” or remark that 
an angel was passing by, I have asked, “So, who is the most famous person you 
have ever met with whom you had at least a personal conversation.”  The responses 
are often surprising, both as to the identity of the celebrity, but also whatever was 
disclosed by and about both parties in the recalled interaction.
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I also learned a significant life lesson: the American entertainer 
William Boone Daniels—known by his more informal stage 
name, Billy Daniels.

The only justification I have to memorialize this bit of personal 
history is that it is not only hard to believe but, whenever it comes 
to mind, I wonder if I am making it up or exaggerating it. And 
when I reassure myself it is factually accurate, I nonetheless end 
up wondering if it has any meaning other than the bizarre nature 
in which it unfolded over 35 years and still came to naught.  It is 
a tale the telling of which may be of interest for just that reason.

 Billy Daniels, the central character about whom this tale is 
woven, was an American “Negro” singer who achieved mid-level 
popularity in the 1950s, fueled by what was perceived by white 
audiences as an audacious display of sexual suggestiveness in his 
rendition of an American songbook standard, “That Old Black 
Magic,” the title of which was itself something of a challenge, 
as were the words, whose unabashed innuendo of black sexual 
prowess was not missed (although the song attributed the Magic 
not to the singer but to the object of the singer’s attraction).  
Back in that day, you didn’t even have to see it to “see” it.  Just 

hearing it was enough to get the message.
Nor was it inapplicable.  Daniels was a handsome man, a 

dashing urbane figure with the reputation of a sybarite. In 
addition, he had the misfortune to have become “involved” with 
a white woman named Ronnie Quillan, who at some point in 
their acquaintance had slashed his face with a knife.  All-in-all, 
the press on Billy Daniels was that he was not as wholesome 
as the public perception of the personae of Bing Crosby, Vic 
Damone,  and the young Frank Sinatra.  He was, like the clear 
message in his performance of his signature song, over the top 
and not a little dangerous.

All of which, of course, went into the mix of what made Billy 
Daniels one of my favorite entertainers.  He recorded  for the 
Mercury label, and I bought every one of his records as they 
were released during my teen years.

Well, I met the man in 1951, backstage, following his 
performance at a nightclub dinner show in Montreal, during our 
family summer vacation that year.   As coincidence would have 
it, during the show, my father recognized Mr. Daniels’ piano 
accompanist, Benny Payne, as someone he had known from his 

In addition, he had the misfortune to have become “involved” 
with a white woman named Ronnie Quillan, who at some point in 

their acquaintance had slashed his face with a knife.
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old neighborhood, and spoke to him between sets.  As a result, 
my then 10-year old brother got called up on the stage to do a 
“bit” with Daniels, and we got invited to his dressing room for a 
post-performance private introduction.

I, of course, was only too glad to demonstrate my knowledge 
of his discography, and the singer had no hesitation in 
acknowledging that it was a rare teenager who even knew who 
he was, let alone had some familiarity with his recordings.  He 
asked if I had a favorite among his songs, and I said it was a 
toss-up between “September Song,” “Autumn Leaves,” and “I 
Concentrate on You.”  

“I can see your son’s a romantic,” he said to my father. “You 
better watch him before he elopes.”  And, in 1955, at 21, I did 
exactly that.

Two decades later, the curtain came down on that rash act, and 
I spent the Summer of 1974 “on sabbatical” in London, boarding 
with friends, trying to figure out how to get my life back on track.  
In April 1975,  I traveled to Puerto Rico with my daughter and 
a classmate of hers.  As it happened, I learned that Billy Daniels 
was performing at the El San Juan Hotel.   I bought tickets for 
the show, and we went to look for a place to eat dinner.  Walking 
along, we came upon The Russian Tea Room. Having enjoyed 
the food and ambience at the iconic restaurant of the same name 
in New York City, I decided we would try its island namesake.  
But the door was locked, and my knock was unanswered.  As 
we turned to leave, a woman approached from behind, unlocked 
the door, and invited us in.  “Chef will be along in a trice; make 
yourself comfy,” she offered, switching on the lights.

Since we were the only early bird diners, our hostess joined us 
at the table.  And she did not come empty-handed.  As it turned 
out, she brought with her a surprise side dish of Serendipity. 

  During the course of the meal, I was astounded to learn of 
the extraordinary coincidence that the house where I stayed 
while working as a Solicitor’s Clerk in London the previous 
Summer —16 Gloucester Crescent—was the very house in 
which our hostess had lived as a child.  The eerie thing was that 
what I experienced as an almost incredible coincidence seemed 
not to phase her at all.

We finished dinner with dessert “on the house.”  I told our 
hostess that I had pictures of the house and neighborhood and 
would send her copies when I returned to the States.  I did 
exactly that but received no response.

 Later that evening, we went to the Billy Daniels show.  After 
finding our seats, I made my way back to the dressing rooms 
until I heard the sound of voices, one of which I recognized as 
his.  I knocked on the door, and I was taken aback when the door 
was opened by our hostess from the restaurant, who I saw was 
in the midst of giving Mr. Daniels a shampoo.  I was shocked, 
but she did not seem the slightest bit surprised.  Perhaps she 

had overheard some remark at dinner about or plans for the 
evening.  I, on the other hand, could hardly believe the second 
extraordinary coincidence.  

“Why don’t you come back after the show,” Mr. Daniels 
suggested. “And I’ll have time to talk.”

The show was great.  Billy Daniels’ performance was over the 
top, and the audience demanded several encores.  In the dressing 
room, over drinks, he mentioned that I (then 40) was a generation 
younger than most of his loyal fans.  I told him the story about 
my seeing him in 1951 in Montreal, and mentioned that I still 
had his records (45 rpms, as I recall).  Then, the conversation 
turned.  He told how he had gotten career help from “a mob 
guy in Brooklyn” for whom he had “run numbers” from time 
to time.  He said he was thinking of writing an autobiography, 
and I, who had earlier that year published my first essay, said 
I would be willing to work with him on the project.  He said it 
would be worth discussing, and he would contact me when he 
would (by yet another coincidence) be in the Philadelphia area 
the following week to perform at the Rickshaw Inn in Cherry 
Hill, New Jersey.  “Sure,” I said, never expecting to hear from 
him again.

A week later, he called my office to invite me to dinner at 
the Inn, and we had an in-depth, and I thought productive, 
conversation about the form the proposed book would take to 
try to avoid the pitfalls of the usual “kiss-and-tell” celebrity 
autobiography.  He liked my ideas, he said, (one of which was to 
consider using titles of his songs as chapter headings and include 
a 45 rpm record of his most popular songs with each copy of the 
book), and said he would get back in touch with me shortly, after 
taking care of upcoming performance commitments.

Between the soup and the salad, I learned that Billy Daniels 
had been born William Boone Daniels in 1915 in Jacksonville, 
Florida, and traced his ancestry from the iconic American 
frontiersman, Daniel Boone, through generations of forebears 
that included Native American “Indians.” He had enrolled at 
Columbia University with the goal of becoming an attorney, but 
dropped out during the Depression to become a singing waiter 
in a Harlem restaurant, where he was discovered by the band 
leader Erskine Hawkins —courtesy of the mobster for whom he 
had been running numbers on the side—and spent the next two 
years with the band.

Over our entrees, the conversation shifted, and I found myself 
answering his questions about me and my life up to that point.  
I realized he was interviewing me, based upon what I could 
only surmise was because I had mentioned that I had just had 
published an essay on the English system of criminal justice 
based upon my previous summer’s experience as a Solicitor’s 
Clerk in London.  

I ventured to ask how he expected to portray his life, whether 

“I can see your son’s a romantic,” he said to my father.  
“You better watch him before he elopes.”   

And, in 1955, at 21, I did exactly that.
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he thought he had some lessons or message to impart.  He said 
he knew there were some things he would have to reveal, some 
he would have to conceal, and some he might have to fudge a 
bit.  “You know,” he said, with a chuckle, “Looking at me, you 
can probably guess there’s more than one story here.”  I can 
tell you this,” he continued, “if you asked me to sum it up, I 
would say I was open to everything that came my way.  Much 
of the time, my life fell on me just like rain, although I had a 
pretty good picture of who I was, I didn’t much care what others 
said or saw, the exaggerations I mean.  I never claimed to be a 
Trappist Monk, but I was never the ‘bad boy’ they talked about 
either; but that was how they needed to see me to suit their own 
purposes, so I just went with the flow.  Unfortunately, when 
you become a celebrity, even a minor celebrity, you can have 
coffee with someone, and the press will turn it into an orgy.  So, 
I decided, ‘Never complain and never explain.’”

“Is that why you never pressed charges against that woman 
who slashed your face?” I asked.

“Wow, you do know your ‘Billy Daniels,’ I see.  That was 
back in 1950.  I haven’t thought about that in years, and I always 
thought it was more of an accident than an intentional criminal 
act.  She was out of her gourd at the time, and ...”  He stopped 
in mid-sentence, then continued.  “We can talk about that later, 
maybe.”

“Will you be willing to talk about being knifed in the back 
by a spectator while you were performing on stage at the Latin 
Quarter in New York in 1964?” I asked.

“Maybe, maybe not,” he replied.  “I didn’t press charges then 
either, so I can’t say right now.”

“O.K.,” I said, “one more question.  What about your own 
arrest for shooting someone in 1956? Will you be willing to talk 
about that?”

“Oh, that was self-defense.  The charges were dropped 
way down, and eventually pretty much just evaporated, but 
I may have to be careful there, as I don’t want to dredge up 
embarrassing details from the ‘dim misty vistas of antiquity,’ as 
my Latin teacher used to say.”

“Latin teacher?” I asked.  “Now that’s something I want to 
hear.”

“Later for that, too,” he said.   “I can see if we proceed with 
this project I am not going to get off easy; it won’t be the usual 
pablum, I know that.  If I decide to go ahead, it won’t be the 
usual celebrity whitewash, I guess.”

“Warts and all, or nothing,” I said.
“Well, we’ll see, we’ll see.  I will talk to my agent and, if we 

are going forward, we will set up a meeting.”
“If” was the operative word, as I knew; and if it sounded like 

a death knell, it was.
Over dessert and coffee, the conversation turned away from 

the personal to the professional, and he discussed his Hollywood 

experience making movies, and starring on Broadway with 
Sammy Davis, Jr., in “Golden Boy” (1964-1965), and with 
Pearl Bailey in “Hello Dolly” (1974-1975); and before I could 
even formulate the question, he said “No, this wouldn’t be any 
‘kiss and tell’ gossip about others.  I may decide to disclose my 
secrets, but only mine.  After all, it’s to be an autobiography, not 
Confidential Magazine. “ 

“I agree 100%,” I concurred.  “But will you be willing to 
discuss your image as an entertainer, your image as a person, the 
difference between the two, and whether you created that image 
or let others create it, and whether you feel it helped or hindered 
your career?”

“You mean,” he asked with a very wide smile, “how I was 
always referred to as a ‘Negro’ entertainer?  Yes, yes, I can 
deal with that.  But, be warned, my potential biographer-to-be, 
thereby hangs a tale which might better be spelled ‘T.A.I.L.’” 
And he laughed out loud.

But I never heard from him.  Billy Daniels never followed up 
that conversation.  I eventually sent a follow-up inquiry to 2200 
Beech Knoll Road, Hollywood, California, the address he had 
given me, but I got no reply.

End of story, I thought.
Not quite.
About ten years later, in 1984 or 1985, while representing 

Bobby Young, the Music Director at the Golden Nugget Casino 
in Atlantic City, he invited me and my wife to dinner one evening.  
When we arrived, I was surprised to learn that we would be 
joined by Billy Daniels, who coincidentally had arrived in town 
for a meeting with Bobby to discuss details for his performance 
scheduled for the following month at that venue.

When we arrived for dinner, Billy Daniels greeted me like 
an old friend and brought up again the proposed book project, 
explaining that he had recently had bypass heart surgery and 
really intended to proceed with the project.  I said I would be 
happy to discuss it at his convenience, and he said he would 
call me to set up a meeting when he returned to do the show the 
following month.

That call never came.  I checked with Bobby Young and was 
told that the show had been canceled for undisclosed medical 
reasons.

That was the last I heard.
Billy Daniels died October 7, 1988.  According to his 

obituary, he had undergone quadruple bypass heart surgery and, 
on returning home, had complained of nagging abdominal pain, 
which further examination revealed to be caused by cancer.  He 
was 73 when the old black magic died.

Steve LaCheen (slacheen@concentric.net), a partner with LaCheen, 
Wittels & Greenberg, is a member of the Editorial Board of The 
Philadelphia Lawyer.

“Will you be willing to talk about being knifed in the back by 
a spectator while you were performing on stage at the Latin 

Quarter in New York in 1964?” I asked.
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As often happens when two people are litigators, there is 
a chance that they may oppose each other in cases from time 
to time.  That happened to us, and sometimes the cases got 
heated and quite argumentative, but after they were over, we  
remained close.

In our 30s, we played a lot of tennis against each other, and 
we spoke often about our lives, careers and families.

The only significant way in which we differed was that 
my wife and I had two sons, and Sammy and his wife had no 
children.  I got the feeling, however, that Sammy would have 
liked to have had children, but I never pried.  I didn’t know if it 
was their choice or not and felt it was a private matter.

During those years, because of friendships with several local 
doctors, especially several OB/GYNs, and activity in some 
nonprofit social service agencies, I became experienced in 
private adoptions.  At that time, the law in Pennsylvania in the 
area of adoptions was like the “Old Wild West.”  There were 
few laws and, therefore, few rules to follow.

My doctor and agency friends often asked for legal help 
when they encountered a patient, usually a young unmarried 
girl, who found herself pregnant and had no idea what to do.  
She was interested in giving the child up for adoption but did 
not know where to turn.  The doctor would ask me to talk to the 
young lady and help her through the legal process.

In most cases, the young mother-to-be knew of no one 
who would like to adopt the baby.  These young women were 
involved with the most emotional problem a parent could ever 
face.  I sometimes had the duty, or the privilege, of choosing 
someone who I knew would be anxious to adopt.  This had 
occurred on several prior occasions,  and now it was happening 
again.  I got a call from an OB/GYN who had a pregnant patient 
wanting to give up her baby for adoption.  I spoke to the young 
lady, and she asked me to find a good family for her baby.

Sammy and I had never discussed his thoughts on adoption.  
He may have known of my prior involvement in private 
adoptions, but we never spoke of them.  So, after one of our 
tennis matches, I asked him if he was interested in pursuing 
this.  He spoke to his wife, an elementary school teacher, and 
they said, “yes.”

We proceeded with the adoption.  The birth mother wisely 
hired her own attorney.  I represented Sammy and his wife.  
Awaiting the child’s birth, we asked the birth mother for her 
medical records.  She complied and we learned that her IQ 

was borderline (what was called in 
those days, “mental retardation”).  
I, of course, told Sammy and told 
him that he had no obligation to go 
through with the adoption.

He talked with his wife, called me 
back, and said they had discussed it 
thoroughly and felt that if there was 

to be a problem with the child, there was not a better-equipped 
couple to deal with it than them, a lawyer and an elementary 
school teacher.  So, we moved forward. A beautiful baby boy, 
named Henry, was born, and the adoption was completed 
smoothly.

As lawyers, we are involved with contentious, emotional and 
sometimes downright nasty entanglements.  But every now and 
then, the matter at hand is joyous for everyone involved, and 
everyone walks away smiling.  This was one of those cases.  
Even the birth mother, though quite emotional, knew that this 
was for the best and that her child would have a good home.  A 
result, as wonderful as the birth, itself.

Fast forward several decades.  I’m still working, but Sammy 
retired a few years ago and moved to Florida; he and his wife 
liked the warmer weather.  During those years, I never saw or 
spoke to Sammy.  Off and on, I would tell myself, I should call 
him.  I often even put it on my to-do list but never quite got 
around to doing it.  Then, one day last week, I told myself for 
the zillionth time, “Call Sammy today!!”

I got his contact information from a mutual friend and called.  
He picked up the phone and I said “Sammy!!”

He answered “Oh my God, ----Oh my God, -----David!! ---
-- Oh my God.”

“Sammy, what’s wrong?” I asked. “Is everything OK?”
He said, “You are NOT going to believe this.  Joan and I 

were driving to our son’s house today, and Joan said ‘You’ve 
been talking about calling David for years.  You call him today 
as soon as we get to our son’s house.’  And I said to her, ‘You’re 
right.  I’m going to do it as soon as we get there.’  We walked in 
the door, and I got my phone and as I was getting ready to dial, 
you called.  Amazing!!”

How about that for ESP?  Or even ESPN?  We talked for a 
long time and plan to meet when he comes back to Philly in a 
few months.

Oh, and by the way, Sammy’s son, Henry, whose birth 
mother was diagnosed with a learning disability?  Last year he 
was awarded his Ph.D. in aeronautical engineering.

David I. Grunfeld (dgrunfeld@astorweiss.com), of counsel to Astor 
Weiss Kaplan & Mandel, LLP, is a member of the Editorial Board 
of The Philadelphia Lawyer.

By David I .  Grunfeld
A STUDY OF A FRIEND

I ’d like to tell you about my good friend, Sammy.  We grew up across 
town from each other but went to the same high school and law school.
We hit it off immediately when we met.  We were both in private 

practice, liked participating in sports and were both fans of the Eagles, 
Phillies and 76ers.



As lawyers in the fifth-largest American city, one with the 
24th-highest murder rate, we, too, face some risk each day 
of death by criminal violence, (See, e.g., “Celebrating the 
Life of Gerald Grandzol,” The Philadelphia Lawyer, Vol. 80, 
Winter 2018), but not at the hands of, and as targets of, our 
government.  Not yet, anyway.  

Governments have been taking legal and extra-legal action 
against lawyers seeking to help the weak and oppressed for 
over 500 years.  In the early 1500s, the Spanish monarchy 
prohibited lawyers from traveling to the Americas to prevent 
them from exposing and perhaps ameliorating abuses the 
Spanish authorities were then perpetrating on the native 
population.  

 “Cause Lawyers” is what they are often called.  From Egypt 
and Turkey, to Pakistan and China, a small number of brave 
members of the bar are literally risking their lives to protect 
the powerless from the brutality of their own governments, 

and to uphold the rule of law.  In Egypt, lawyer Ragia Orman 
faces down an authoritarian government which has zero 
tolerance for dissent.  A corporate lawyer, she defends activists 
as a volunteer, despite death threats and a well-orchestrated 
government smear campaign.  The 5-foot-tall legal dynamo has 
a local connection – she is a graduate of Bryn Mawr College.

In 2016, Pakistani militants, emboldened, if not supported, 
by their authoritarian government, killed prominent activist 
attorney, Bilal Kasi, president of the Baluchistan Bar 
Association, and then bombed a hospital gathering to mourn 
him, killing at least 74 more, mostly lawyers.    

At least one American lawyer is putting her life on the line 
in practice in Afghanistan.  Kimberly Chong Motley, the only 
foreign lawyer litigating in that war-torn, corrupt, dangerous 
nation, has been at the forefront of many key human rights 
cases.  She is the subject of an award-winning documentary, 
“Motley’s Law,” which aired recently on Al Jazeera America.  

PRACTICING LAW LIKE  
YOUR LIFE 
DEPENDED  

ON IT
By M. Kelly Tillery

On Nov. 6, 2018, Philippine lawyer Benjamin Ramos was gunned down leaving his office for the 
night.  He was not a victim of random criminal violence.  He was assassinated – the 34th lawyer so 
killed in the last two years since President Rodrigo Duterte (ironically, a lawyer himself) took office.  

Ramos was one of the founders of the National Union of People, a pro-bono legal services organization for the 
indigent victims of Duterte’s police, soldiers and death squads purportedly fighting a “war on drugs.”
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By sheer numbers and degree of malevolence, however, the 
Chinese government is by far the worst enemy of its nation’s 
lawyers.  Since 2015, a nationwide, systemic crackdown, 
known as “7-09 Crackdown,” on activist human-rights 
lawyers has resulted in the arrest, disappearance, jailing and/
or murder of hundreds of prominent, outspoken members of 
the bar.  Only the press, to the extent there is any other than 
their version of Fox News on steroids, is treated worse.  There 
is no independent judiciary.   The chief justice of the Supreme 
People’s Court of China, Zhou Qiang, himself has urged resolute 
resistance to “Western” notions of “constitutional democracy,” 
“separation of powers” and “judicial independence.”  Without 
saying so directly, the chief justice is rejecting the rule of law.  
Astounding.  And sad.  

Chinese President Xi Jinping, who presents like a benign 
Fortune 500 CEO smiling at meetings of international leaders, 
is a brutal tyrant who initiated and has led this campaign against 
lawyer activists who have the audacity to do what we take for 
granted – criticize their government and protect others who 
do likewise.  In 2016, lawyer Zhou Shifeng, in a show trial, 
was convicted of “spreading subversive thoughts.” (7-year 
prison term.)  Lawyers Yanmin and Li Heping, have suffered 
similarly.  Sadly, some crack.  Human rights lawyer Wang Yu 
broke down, “confessed” publicly and delivered an obviously 
scripted, scathing attack on her (our) profession.  

Activist lawyers Zie Yang and Li Chunfu have disclosed, 
in detail, their cruel torture and compelled confessions by 
the Chinese government.  Pu Zhi Quiang defended scores 
of political activists but was targeted, convicted of “picking 
quarrels and provoking trouble,” and had his law license 
revoked.  Wany Yu and Bao Longjun, husband and wife activist 
lawyers, were arrested in 2016 for “subversion of state power.”

At least 300 lawyers have been rounded up in this nationwide 
crackdown.  Many remain in “secret detention.”  Some have 
simply disappeared.  This, of course, pales in comparison to the 
Chinese government’s other crimes against humanity, such as 
its imprisonment of almost a million people in indoctrination 
camps.  But, do we care?  They fill the shelves of Walmart 
and Costco with so many items that we love, but do not need.  
China is our largest trading partner – selling to and buying 
from us more than Japan, Germany, South Korea and the 
United Kingdom combined.

Just in late December, the Tianjin Intermediate People’s 
Court held a secret, closed “trial” of human rights lawyer, 
Wang Quanzhang, who had disappeared into the Chinese 
Gulag 3-and-a-half years ago.  The United Nations Human 
Rights Council condemned this illegal detention, and a curious 
protest has arisen.  Families of imprisoned lawyers have been 
shaving their heads to protest the absence of law.  Apparently, 
the Chinese word for hair sounds like the word for law,  

At least 300 lawyers have been rounded 
up in this nationwide crackdown.  Many 
remain in “secret detention.”  Some have 
simply disappeared.  This, of course, pales 
in comparison to the Chinese government’s 

other crimes against humanity, such as its 
imprisonment of almost 

a million people in 
indoctrination camps.  

But, do we care?
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so, “No hair = No Law.” 
Shakespeare’s would-be revolutionary, Dick The Butcher 

(“Henry VI” (Pt. 2, Act 4, Scene 2)), advised, “First thing 
we do is, let’s kill all the lawyers.”  Most who have passing 
knowledge of this quote concur, thinking poorly of our 
profession.  But, they probably have not read or seen the play.  
Others, undoubtedly lawyers, who oddly enough may also have 
not read or seen the play, have concocted an interpretation that 
Shakespeare scholars find amusing, that is, that rebels wanted 
to eliminate lawyers not because the profession was viewed 
as sleazy and antithetical to a well-ordered society, but rather 
precisely the opposite, that it was feared lawyers would be at 
the forefront of a challenge to tyranny.  Shakespeare surely 
meant it in the first sense, but the second is proving truer in a 
world of growing authoritarianism.  

Our profession in this country has a long and distinguished 
history of speaking truth to power.  Talking the talk, but also, 
walking the walk. In 1776, 56 men rebelled in Philadelphia 
against their authoritarian government and “mutually pledged 
to each other their Lives, Fortunes and Sacred Honor;” 25 were 
lawyers – the original American “Cause Lawyers.”  Some lost 
their fortunes, some their lives, but none their sacred honor.  

Our profession has long been maligned, but never attacked 
in this way. So, what has our government or the organized bar 
said or done about this international travesty?  

Oddly, the American Bar Association has said little, and 

what it has not done is shameful.  In 2015, in an apparent 
effort to curry favor with the Chinese government, it refused 
to publish a book it had previously commissioned by activist 
Chinese lawyer, Teng Biao.  The ABA told Teng it feared that 
it might put the ABA Commissions working in China at risk.

The Philadelphia Bar Association has said nothing – yet.
We, too, have an authoritarian president who regularly 

attacks and attempts to discredit individual lawyers and judges, 
as well as legal institutions like the F.B.I., the Department 
of Justice and the Ninth Circuit Court of Appeals.  Like Xi, 
Duterte and others, he has advocated jailing his political 
foes and unfriendly press, while turning a blind eye to the 
assassination of political enemies by other such leaders.  As 
our profession and an independent judiciary may be the last 
bastion to protect our Republic, it is not hard to imagine that he 
may all too soon adopt the more severe tactics toward us that 
others of his ilk have. 

“It can’t happen here,” you say?  Don’t bet on it.  As the bar 
and courts may be the only institution that can stop a lawless, 
race-baiting, violence-inciting president and a complicit 
Senate, it is not just a matter of time.  It is time.  Time to speak 
up.  Or shave your head.

M. Kelly Tillery (tilleryk@pepperlaw.com) is a partner in the 
Intellectual Property Department at Pepper Hamilton LLP and a 
member of the Editorial Board of The Philadelphia Lawyer.

Courageous legal academics are not immune from this 
tyranny.  Chinese law professor Xu Zhangrun of Beijing’s 

Tsinghua University Law School was just suspended, 
ordered to stop teaching and writing and questioned by 
police after he published a series of withering essays 
warning of increased repression under President Xi Jinping 
almost on the eve of June 4, the 30th anniversary of the 
travesty of Tiananmen Square.

More Tyranny
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CHANGES: 

FROM 
ESQ TO RN

By Jennifer  Evanson Hassel

In step-by-step progression, I 
proceeded with my plan until I had 
my law degree in hand, took and 
passed the Pennsylvania bar exam 
and landed my first job, a federal 
clerkship with Hon. Louis C. Bechtle 
of the U.S. District Court for the 

Eastern District of Pennsylvania. 
Working in the federal courthouse 
was itself exciting for a new lawyer.  I 
had a front-row seat to all the judge’s 
docket, including: the hold up of 
federal funds to complete “the Blue 
Route” 476 bypass that connects 
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W hen I was 11, my dad, a sailboat broker, made an 
offhand remark that I should be a lawyer when 
I grew up.  I had no idea what a lawyer did, but 

then and there made up my mind that I would become one.  
Such is the power of parental belief in one’s capabilities.  If 
he believed it was possible, so did I.  Even if I didn’t know 
what it meant to become a lawyer, I sensed that it was a 
worthy aspiration. A fresh wind filled my small sail, and I 
adjusted course accordingly.  Over the next seven years, I 
mentally revisited my career choice but never found any other 
that seemed better.   I went to college thinking that I would 
eventually go to law school. Having a set bearing gave me an 
anchor to hold onto, while all around me my peers were adrift, 
anxiously trying to figure out what to do with their lives.  Not 
me.  I already knew.





the Schuylkill Expressway to I-95, due to Pennsylvania’s 
noncompliance with the Federal Clean Air Act; the settlement 
of the MGM Grand Hotel multi-district litigation following 
the hotel’s tragic fire in Las Vegas; and two mob-related 
racketeering trials involving characters whose nicknames 
gave indication of sociopathic tendencies. In the face of this, 
rather than becoming enthralled with a love of litigation, I 
found much of it a tedious paper war. Complaints, discovery 
requests, motions, briefs, researching various points of law, 
rules of evidence, jurisdictional determinations and so on—all 
to advance one side’s position or prevent the other side from 
advancing theirs.  It was a time-consuming and expensive way 
to achieve what might be deemed some sort of justice. When 
my two-year clerkship was complete, I deliberately chose to 
work in real estate law. I joined the real estate department of 
a mid-size Philadelphia law firm and began learning the skills 
needed to do the job.

While my legal career was moving ahead, so was my 
personal life.  During my clerkship, I was training for a 
competition with the newly formed Philadelphia Triathlon 
Club.  On a training ride, my bike chain broke, so I was forced 
to pull over. A guy I didn’t know stopped to help me—Mark. 
I can still remember the day we met as if it was yesterday, 
because that day changed the course of my life. We began 

dating, and three years later, married.
I left my associate job in Philadelphia because Mark got a 

coveted residency in dermatology at the Medical College of 
Georgia.  At the time, there were only about 200 residency spots 
for dermatology in the entire country.  It was an opportunity 
he and I could not pass up. We loaded our belongings into our 
VW Rabbit and moved to Augusta, Georgia, only a week after 
our wedding. After taking the Georgia bar exam, I worked at 
a small firm near the hospital where Mark was training.  It 
took five years for Mark to complete his residency, and then a 
fellowship in dermatologic surgery.  By then, we had a baby 
daughter. We decided to move to Lancaster, Pennsylvania 
to raise our family.  Mark had grown up there, and I fell in 
love with the beautiful farmlands and vibrant small town 
community.

Mark opened a solo practice in dermatologic surgery, and I 
joined a well-regarded local law firm. While it sounds smooth 
and neat to say that he did this and I did that, it was anything 
but.  Consider that setting up a solo medical practice from 
scratch is an epic undertaking that few attempted 30 years ago, 
and probably none do now. There is a reason.  Medical practice 
is a business with Byzantine rules that must be mastered to 
get paid, train front office and medical staff and select and 
purchase expensive and specialized equipment. Then, there 
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Medical practice is a business with Byzantine rules that must be 
mastered to get paid, train front office and medical staff and select  

and purchase expensive and specialized equipment.

Jennifer being sworn in as a member of the Georgia 
Bar by President Judge Jackson, October 1986. 
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is learning the computer system, marketing the practice, 
designing the office itself, overseeing the construction and 
meeting with banks to finance the whole undertaking. These 
are only some of the challenges we faced prior to Mark 
being able to open his doors to actually practice medicine.  
Remarkably, he accomplished the near impossible, and the 
DermaSurgery Center opened for business in the summer of 
1991.

A year passed. We bought our first house after I became 
pregnant with our second child.  Shortly after we moved in, 
and two months before I was due, a series of events beyond 
our control converged.   My senior partner told me he expected 
that I would be off just three weeks for maternity leave. 
Additionally, the firm was struggling to structure a part-time 
job that I could accept once I did return to work.  Our toddler 
was having difficulty and required special attention to address 
her needs. My mother-in-law was our trusted caregiver while 
I worked, but received an unexpected diagnosis that overnight 
removed her from the equation.  I was reluctant to look for a 
stranger to step in to take care of both a high-needs toddler and 
a newborn.  Competing personal expectations I had for myself 
as a lawyer, as a wife and as a mother resulted in a version of 
what psychologist Erik Erikson calls “role confusion.”  It is 
a psychosocial crossroads where an individual must discern 
their path when faced with conflicting choices reflecting 
personal identity. Translated, I was gripped by both fear and 
anxiety about what to do.  I had a week to make up my mind.  
Mark said he would support whatever decision I made.

The choices were clear: find a caregiver for our children 
within the week, or give up my job and do it all at home 
myself.  In the crush of having to make an immediate decision 
that felt right for my family, I decided to give up my legal 
career. In making this agonizing decision, I considered the 

stark fact that there was nothing in what I did as a lawyer on a 
day-to-day basis that could not be done by someone else. One 
less real estate lawyer would not hurt anyone but me.  On the 
other hand, I was the only mom my children would ever have.  
From that perspective, I was irreplaceable.

I submitted my resignation and, without any fanfare, became 
a stay-at-home mom.  It was traumatic. Abruptly giving up 
being a respected professional doing interesting work to 
be home 24/7 was disorienting. It was as if a sinkhole had 
suddenly opened in my psychological landscape.  I grieved 
my lost career. I never intended or imagined I’d be a stay-at-
home mom, so when I found myself doing that very thing there 
was a huge element of challenge to embrace it.  Of course, the 
debate of working vs. non-working moms rages on. I am not 
advocating for one position or the other, I can only say that I 
made the choice I did because of circumstances particular to 
my family.

Twelve years passed.  Mark’s medical practice flourished 
to the point that there was often a three- to six-month wait to 
get an appointment. We built a gorgeous home, took bike trips 
around Europe and became involved in our faith community.  
Our marriage was strong and we had three healthy and 
beautiful kids. We had a dream life, and we both knew it. We 
just didn’t know that it wouldn’t last.

Mark was diagnosed with stage 4 stomach cancer on his 
45th birthday. The diagnosis shocked everyone. Mark was 
fit and active.  He had no family history or risk factors.  He 
was a good man.  He was active in church, gave back to the 
community, was loving and kind and smart and funny.  I 
needed him.  Our kids needed him.  His patients needed him.

The cancer didn't care about any of this. We fought back. 
We went to Johns Hopkins, where one of the country’s leading 
oncologists prescribed a potent cocktail of chemotherapy to 

Mark Hassel's graduation from Thomas Jefferson 
University College of Medicine. June 1985
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buy us time.  In the medical literature, it’s called salvage 
therapy. Eighteen months later, I held Mark as he took his last 
breath.  Our kids were 10, 14 and 16.

I do not remember a lot about the next two years.  I shuffled 
through life with my head down, my eyes red and my soul 
angry and bleeding.  Ironically, I had also had a parent who 
died when I was a teenager, so I tried to use my limited 
emotional energy to be attentive to my children, who were 
each dealing with their losses in a different way. At the time, 
my efforts did not seem to have much effect.  My youngest 
tried to pretend he never even had a father.   He left the room 
whenever we mentioned Mark’s name and would be mean to 
his classmates who talked about doing stuff with their dads.  
My middle daughter hurled her hurt and frustration at me with 
all the verbal abuse a 14-year-old girl is capable of, which is 
commendable for it’s quantity and intensity.  My oldest pulled 
up the ladder of her psyche and retreated into her studies. We 
all limped forward one day at a time.

The road sloped lower and lower.  How do you live when you 
lose the person you always thought you couldn’t live without?  
How do you wake up and get through another day when you 
have little to do and no motivation to begin? This was what 
I had to figure out.  I lost my appetite, wept constantly and 
sucked into my lungs a depression that took on a life of its 
own.  I read books on death, dying, grief, theology —anything 
that would offer me answers or even mere consolation. I 
wept some more. Thankfully, I had three living moorings 

binding me to the world that I dispassionately thought about 
abandoning.  I mentioned this to a friend who became alarmed. 
After that, I got grief counseling and reluctantly agreed to try 
anti-depressants. We all trudged on.

During this phase of intense grief, I needed to find reasons to 
get out of the house. To reinvent myself, I began volunteering 
at the local homeless shelter. There is deep truth in the 
adage that helping others is good medicine.  Every Friday, 
I spent time with women whose lives made mine still look 
like paradise. Among other things, I did laundry for them.  
Often, I washed and folded clothes that I myself would have 
considered rags.  I took great care to fold them neatly and pack 
them up in the black trash can liners provided for that purpose.  
If only I could smooth out the lives of these women as easily. 
Their stories gave me much needed perspective.  One woman 
was so grateful that the shelter provided basic toiletries, and 
she could get her hands on a few Q-tips.  No matter how I felt 
when I showed up for my volunteer shift, I always felt better 
when I left.  My experience at the shelter was a pivotal point 
in my transition.

As the second anniversary of Mark’s death approached, an 
idea that had been germinating from someplace deep within 
me broke surface.  I felt it was time to be “recalled to life.” To 
accomplish this, I needed to find a new purpose, something 
that would involve encouraging others going through a 
challenging time.  I remembered how much I had admired 
and appreciated the nurses who had cared for Mark. I looked 

Why not go to nursing school and use all I had experienced  
to help other families? After all, I thought, how hard could it be  

when I have already been through law school and  
passed the bar in three different states?

Mark at med school graduation with his mom, 
Joan Reid and his step dad Richard Reid. 



back with satisfaction upon what I 
had learned and did to help manage 
his end-stage care: how to administer 
the medications, hook up the feeding 
tubes and empty the drains.  I certainly 
knew what it felt like to be the family 
member of someone in a healthcare 
crisis, and the importance of empathy 
and caring on the part of medical staff. 
Why not go to nursing school and use 
all I had experienced to help other 
families? After all, I thought, how hard 
could it be when I have already been 
through law school and passed the bar 
in three different states? Looking back, 
I confess that my pride and arrogance 
in having such a thought is laughable.

I applied to the local nursing 
college and was thrilled to receive an 
acceptance letter.  I started classes a 
few months later.  In that first week, I 
saw that getting through nursing school 
would require an astounding level of 
intensity, effort and focus. Additionally, 
being a “non-traditional student,” I had 

to relearn how to learn. When I went to 
college in the 1970s, there were things 
like blackboards with chalk, note taking 
by hand, typewriters for submitting 
hard copies of assignments and hard-
bound books and encyclopedias, which 
were housed in the library.  By the time 
I got to nursing school, professors made 
announcements via a website, students 
carried their laptops to class to take 
notes, discussion boards allowed you 
to post your assignments or exchange 
ideas and the internet allowed access 
to vast resources.  Having been out of 
the workforce for 16 years, I was rusty 
when it came to doing all of this, but I 
did it nonetheless.  I got my associates 
degree in nursing, took and passed the 
national registered nurses exam called 
NCLEX, and continued with nursing 
school for another two years to get a 
bachelor of science in nursing, while 
working part-time at the local hospital. 
Walking across the stage to receive my 
BSN as my children sat in the audience 

and applauded was one of the best days 
of my life. Yes, for me it was harder than 
law school. Being a single mom of three 
with a household to run, in addition to 
having an “old brain,” made it so. Yet, I 
realize that my background as a lawyer 
and as a cancer widow offers a unique 
contribution to the healthcare team.  I 
have now been a nurse for seven years.  
Every time I clip on my Lancaster 
General Health nurse’s badge, I stand a 
little straighter.  Mark was on staff here 
so the LGH badge is a bridge between 
my former life and my present one.

The words of Jeremy Camp’s song 
echoed for me when I began this 
struggle, as they do now, “Let this old 
life crumble, let it fade. Let this new 
life offered be your saving grace.”

Jennifer Evanson Hassel can be reached at 
Jennifer.Hassel@pennmedicine.upenn.edu.
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Mark with his daughters, Emily (left) age 8 and Erin (right) age 10. 



M. KELLY TILLERY: Tell me what is it about your position 
that is most frustrating?

SHANE CREAMER: The most frustrating thing is trying to 
explain our limitations to people who expect that we can 
address all wrongs.  Jurisdiction is difficult to explain to non-
lawyers who believe that if someone has done something 
perceived to be “wrong,” they should be held accountable. 

What are the limits in your jurisdiction and who do 
you cover?       
Our jurisdiction includes the administration and enforcement 

of the Ethics Code, campaign 
finance and lobbying laws, political 
activity restrictions in the Home 
Rule Charter, and some other rules 
in the Charter.

There’s an inside and an outside 
component to just about every ethics 
rule.  For example, there’s a gift rule 
in the Ethics Code. The giver may 
be outside city government. For 
conflicts of interest, there must be 
some outside financial interest that a 
city official or their relative outside 
city government has, that may be 
affected by some city decision or 
legislation.  Also, there’s a rule that 

city officials are prohibited from representing people before 
city government, unless it’s their job to do so.  

There’s also a ban on gratuities in the charter that is similar 
to the gift rule.  It’s a prohibition on tipping city workers for 
doing their jobs.  City employees cannot accept anything extra 
of value for doing their job beyond their paychecks.

What power does your position possess and at what 
point do you hand off a case and to whom?   
We conduct investigations, we have subpoena power, we can 
impose civil monetary fines up to $2,000 per violation, and 
we have dual-track enforcement. We can either file suit in the 
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S
hane Creamer is the only executive director that the Philadelphia 
Board of Ethics has ever known. Established in 2006, the 
independent Board of Ethics administers and enforces the city’s 
Ethics Code and public integrity laws. After spending time as a 

partner in the litigation department at Duane Morris LLC, Creamer followed 
a—perhaps familial—calling into public service, first as assistant secretary 
of education for the city, then by serving as executive director to the former 
Mayor’s Advisory Board of Ethics. Now, as executive director of the Board 
of Ethics, Creamer keeps an ear on the ethical heartbeat of Philadelphia, 
conducting investigations, subpoenaing potential violators and imposing 
fines. He is a Philadelphia native and a graduate of Gettysburg College and 
Villanova University School of Law.
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Court of Common Pleas for violations, which is what we did 
early on before we established regulations for an administrative 
enforcement track, or we can proceed administratively and 
have a confidential hearing before the Board or a hearing 
officer appointed by the Board. In that case, I would serve 
as prosecutor and the respondent could be represented.  The 
administrative ruling would then be made public.

As a practical matter, we rarely go to court, and we have 
not had any administrative adjudications in a while. I think 
that’s because we have enough of a track record now with our 
enforcement that we can point to past settlements for guidance 
and address similar violations on a consistent basis. Usually, 
we can point to a group of other settlement agreements that 
are approved by the Board that are close enough that we can 
use them as a reference point. We create incentives for people 
to cooperate with our investigations.  And that helps us on 
the enforcement side because we don’t have the resources or 
manpower to take everybody to court or to have administrative 
hearings for everything. 

We have the specific authority within our regulations to 
make referrals to other agencies.  That means that we can refer 
matters to the U.S. Attorney, the State Attorney General, the 
State Ethics Commission, the City Inspector General, or the 
City Controller; depending on the nature of the matter. 

What is it about your job that gives you the most 
satisfaction when you go to bed at night and you’ve 
had a really good day?  
Overall, the greatest satisfaction I get is the sense that we 

are making a difference in terms of positively affecting the 
political culture in Philadelphia.  I think we have made a 
tremendous difference over the last dozen years and I think 
there are two major ways that we’ve done that.  First, we 
have increased public confidence in city government.  The 
public knows that when rules are broken, there are gonna be 
consequences.  

Second, we have a more robust financial-disclosure system 
that is searchable online and available to the public. We also 
disclose the lobbying and campaign activity going on through 
public databases that are searchable, and those didn’t exist 
before the Board existed. So the public has greater access to 
a lot of financial information about political campaigns and 
paid efforts to influence city policies and laws.

How do things get initiated in your office, and 
where would you like to see change?
They can get initiated in one of several ways.  If we receive a 
complaint that alleges violations of the laws that we administer 
and enforce, I’m compelled to accept that complaint.  We 
don’t accept anonymous complaints, but we can start an 
investigation on our own initiative, if we see something in the 
newspaper or during a routine review of filings. We also can 
receive referrals from other agencies and departments.

We’re always looking to make sure the rules under our 
jurisdiction are clear and straightforward.  It’s important to 
have clear rules now that there are consequences for violations. 
To have a robust municipal ethics program, you need to clearly 
delineate rules, so people know where the boundaries are, and 
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we need to have education around those rules, so everybody 
understands what they are and what they can and can’t do.  

In terms of the big picture, I’d like to see Philadelphia adopt 
a public financing system for campaign finance.  There is 
legislation that was introduced. The interesting thing about 
public finance in the post-Citizens United world is it addresses 
the influence of big money, big donations and big spenders 
in a different way than contribution limits, which already 
address those issues. Public financing creates an incentive to 
raise contributions from small dollar donors, which can level 
the playing field among political contributors. 

  
Has what the New York Times has called the “War 
on Truth” affected what you do?  
I don’t think there’s been a direct effect.  I don’t think that 
what’s happening in Washington or nationally has affected 
city government yet, per se.  Having said that, I think that it 
has increased the public perception of the importance of some 
of the rules that we administer and enforce, like the conflict of 
interest rule or the campaign finance rules.  I think that people 
understand these rules better than I think they did more than 
two years ago because they’re just in the news every day.  
   
In 2016, the U.S. Supreme Court decided in 
McDonnell v. United States and made it much 
harder for prosecutors to prosecute public 
corruption unless there was a quid pro quo. Has that 
in any way affected your mission in this job?
It has not had a direct effect on the work that we do, but I think 

that it has made our role more important than it was before. 
That’s because, while the federal bribery standard has been 
narrowed and restricted for criminal purposes at the federal 
level, it underscores the need for prophylactic rules, like we 
have for gifts and conflicts. After McDonnell, there may not 
be criminal prosecution for officials who accept gifts from 
people seeking official action because it may not rise to that 
new level because that bar has been raised.  

We can still prohibit people from accepting large gifts from 
people seeking official action from them with our gift rule, 
which was improved in 2015. After that 2016 decision, federal 
prosecutors can’t take action for a certain range of conduct 
that used to be captured by the bribery rules, but we can still 
take action civilly in most of those cases for gift violations.

 
How did your father, an esteemed attorney general 
of the Commonwealth, inspire you in the law and, 
more particularly, in this position?     
He was my hero growing up. In the ‘60s, before he was 
attorney general, he was first assistant U.S. attorney in the 
Kennedy administration.  Robert Kennedy, his hero, was 
attorney general, and I have a signed portrait from him to my 
Dad in my office.  

When I was growing up, the first job that I remember my 
father having was that job.  He led the first task force against 
organized crime in the country that became a model that 
continues to be used today. He also went after the local mob 
when Angelo Bruno was its head, and Phil Testa was number 
two. My father successfully prosecuted Testa, and then later  
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In terms of the big picture, I’d like to see Philadelphia adopt a 
public financing system for campaign finance. 
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became the first executive director of the Pennsylvania Crime 
Commission, and then Attorney General. 

He had a role like mine, and I didn’t appreciate that until I 
started this job. He led the Pennsylvania Crime Commission 
as a start-up agency in the late 1960s, as I did with the 
Ethics Board in 2006. We spent the first four months, the 
end of 2006 into 2007, during the first major election under 
the new campaign finance law being implemented and 
administered by this agency. My experience was similar to 
his at the Pennsylvania Crime Commission.  After leading the 
commission, he became the first attorney general under Gov. 
Milton Shapp. 

My father was my role model, and my inspiration for going 
into public service.  He always told me to go to big firms, and 
I did.  I liked that work, but I felt I needed to do something 
more.  I needed to get into public service, and that inspiration 
comes from my father. He died in 2013, but he watched me 
for the first seven years or so at the Ethics Board. He called 
me every day, wanting to know what was happening.  When 
we were involved in litigation, he wanted to see the briefs and 
always had suggestions on arguments. I know he was very 
proud of me and the role that I was playing.  

Is the ranking of Philadelphia by the University of 
Chicago as the number eight most corrupt city in 
the United States deserved, and what are the most 
frequent violations you see? 
I’m not familiar with that study or aware of their criteria.  You’re 
gonna find corruption, or potential corruption, anywhere.  
Also, it’s like comparing apples to oranges. You need to 
compare Philadelphia to Philadelphia, not Philadelphia to 
New York. If you compare Philadelphia today to Philadelphia 
before the Board was established, in the past, there were 
mayoral candidates and other candidates for local office who 

were receiving six-figure contributions from donors, who 
were then rewarded with city business. Also, there was no 
enforcement of the ethics rules, and the campaign finance and 
lobbying laws didn’t exist.   

The highest volume of violations we see, by far, is in the 
campaign finance realm because of the immense volume of 
disclosure data that is generated during municipal elections. 
The most common are failures to file reports on time and 
material misstatements or omissions in reports that are filed 
with us.  With subpoena power, we can get bank records and 
also cross-check other disclosure reports, so we are usually 
working with very accurate and detailed financial evidence in 
our investigations.  That’s one of the reasons I think we have 
such a high settlement rate. Most of those investigations are 
document cases, so the facts are clear.

When we first started out, we had no record and could only 
enforce on an ad hoc basis. Now that we’ve been around as 
long as we have, we have a sufficient track record to enforce 
the rules consistently, with some exceptional cases.  

Do you have any feeling that the mere existence 
of your office and your tenacity has an in terrorem 
effect, so to speak, on those who might be inclined 
to violate the law?  
Yes. A long time ago, an elected official who had a settlement 
agreement with the Board told me that we had “upped his 
game.”  By that, he meant that he now knew he had to pay 
attention to these rules. Philadelphia officials know that the 
rules matter and that they need to make sure that they’re 
complying with them.   

M. Kelly Tillery (tilleryk@pepperlaw.com) is a partner in the 
Intellectual Property Department at Pepper Hamilton LLP and a 
member of the Editorial Board of The Philadelphia Lawyer.
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To appreciate the gesture, you had to know the man. His 
credentials spoke for themselves: prior to becoming a judge of 
the U.S. District Court for the Eastern District of Pennsylvania, 
he graduated from Harvard College and Yale Law School. He 
clerked for Justice Rutledge of the U.S. Supreme Court and he 
was among the architects of the legal arguments that brought 
us Brown v. Board of Education. He was one of the country’s 
leading constitutional scholars, and he taught at and served 
as the dean of both Yale Law School and the University of 
Pennsylvania Law School.

Yet what I think he would most want you to know about 
himself, was that he was a loving husband, father and grandfather 
to Kathy, his five daughters and many grandchildren.  He was 

very proud of the law clerks and students who he mentored 
throughout the years, and he was greatly influenced by the 
work of his father, one of the most distinguished civil liberties 
and civil rights lawyers of his generation.  The man I refer to 
is the late Louis H. Pollak.  Judge Pollak

was nominated to serve on the U.S. District Court for the 
Eastern District of Pennsylvania by President Carter on June 
7, 1978 and he was confirmed by the Senate on July 10, 1978.  
Judge Pollak died on May 8, 2012.

 To many, Judge Pollak was a hero. A hero has been defined 
as someone admired for their achievements and noble qualities 
- one who shows great courage.

Among the noble qualities that distinguished Louis Pollak 

By Hon. L. Felipe Restrepo

Many of us aspire to leave a legacy that will be remembered long after our 
careers as lawyers and judges have run their course.  The vast majority 
of us will be remembered based on how we treated others, be they our 

peers, family, friends or folks we had briefly encountered. There was one among us 
who stood out, not because he was the smartest guy in the room - he was.  Not 
because he was the most accomplished guy in the room - he was that too.  He is 
most often remembered because he was among the kindest people you could ever 
hope to meet.

JUDGE  
POLLAK  
A  LEG A C Y OF  HUM A NI T Y
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was the humble, affable way he carried himself on a daily 
basis.  Notwithstanding his credentials, accomplishments and 
status in life, you will never find a more humble, decent, kind, 
warm and unassuming man.  Judge Pollak brought a sense of 
humanity to the process that we refer to as the law.

In the fall of 2001, I was appointed to represent an individual 
charged with capital murder and the case was assigned to Judge 
Pollak. The case began as an ordinary firearms prosecution in 
the Eastern District of Pennsylvania, but it quickly developed 
into the district’s first capital murder trial. For many of us in 
Judge Pollak’s courtroom, it was also our first exposure to 
death penalty litigation in federal court. My client and his co-
defendants, all of whom were from Puerto Rico, and spoke 
little if any English, were charged with narcotics offenses and 
most significantly, capital murder. The facts were, one might 
say, “difficult” for the defense.

Given the charges and potential consequences, the trial 
had been a challenge on many different levels.  We were well 
into our third month of trial when the Judge’s deputy clerk, 
Donna Bozelli, told us that Judge Pollak’s birthday was fast-
approaching, and when asked she told us that Judge Pollak 
preferred pie to birthday cake.  The assistant U.S. attorneys 
and several defense attorneys brought a couple of pies to court 
the next day.

When Judge Pollak returned to the courtroom after the 
lunch break, we had pies waiting for him and sang “Happy 
Birthday.”  At this point, Judge Pollak asked the U.S marshals 
to bring “the guys” in so that they could share in the pies.  After 
clarifying with the marshals that “the guys” Judge Pollak was 
referring to were the defendants on trial, the marshals brought 
them into the courtroom.  As one might imagine, “the guys” 
had a puzzled look when they entered the courtroom and saw 
Judge Pollak cutting his pies and serving everybody in the 
courtroom - including themselves!

The lawyers had to approach their clients to explain to that 
this humble judge simply wanted to share some pie with them 
on his birthday, and that this was not some sort of trick.  After 
overcoming their skepticism about sharing pie with the judge, 
the prosecutors, and defense counsel, the defendants joined 
the group celebrating Judge Pollak’s birthday.

The simplicity of Judge Pollak’s gesture in any other 
context would typically have gone unnoticed.  Those of us in 
Courtroom 16-B of the U.S. Courthouse will never forget the 
moment or the man.

Hon. L. Felipe Restrepo sits on the United States Court of 
Appeals for the Third Circuit.
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TechnologyTechnology Technology

H
ave you ever thought 
about “digital estate 
planning?” That is what 
I call planning for what 

happens to your Facebook page, your 
LinkedIn profile, your Dropbox account, 
your email, your home computer, and 
the rest of your online presence and 
electronic world when you die. Do you 
know what will happen to those items? 
Have you thought about it? 

If you prepare wills and other estate 
planning documents for clients, have 
you considered discussing that question 
with them? If you haven’t thought about 
it for yourself, then you probably never 
considered the topic when discussing 
estate planning with clients. After all, 
although most of us have a digital life, 
that is, our online presence, we probably 
have not done the proper planning 
to prevent our digital presence from 
continuing indefinitely after we pass.

This is a real problem, not something 
hypothetical.

Here is a real-life example of what 
can happen. While writing this column, 
I visited Facebook and LinkedIn to view 
the profiles of two colleagues, one who 
passed away in 2014, the other in 2016. 
Both were still “active” on Facebook. 
One was still active on LinkedIn, which 
explained that he was the “Managing 
Partner” at his firm. 

Each colleague’s Facebook profile 
included recent birthday wishes and other 
posts by people seemingly unaware that 
they were no longer with us. But there 

were also differences. In one instance, 
the Facebook profile was being used as 
a way for family and friends to “share” 
their thoughts with the departed. In the 
other case, the profile appears to have 
been abandoned and was only “used,” if 
that’s the correct term, by the oblivious 
others.

Fortunately, there are many ways to 
plan for and make things easier not only 
your clients, but also for your survivors. 
I call it “digital estate planning.” Here 

are the basics to discuss with your 
clients.

1. MAKE A LIST OF EVERY 

DIGITAL ASSET 

In today’s world, almost everything is 
managed digitally, at least in part. Nearly 
everyone has multiple online accounts, 
including email accounts, social media 
sites, shopping accounts, photo storage 
websites, blogs, bank and credit card 
accounts, and cloud storage sites. 
Hardware, such as cell phones, digital 

Digital Estate Management

BY DANIEL J. SIEGEL

Your Clients May be Dead,  
But Their Facebook Accounts Live On



cameras, and flash drives contain, or 
have access to, our digital presence. Any 
information or data stored electronically, 
whether stored online, in the cloud, or 
on a physical device should be included 
on the “inventory” of a person’s “non-
paper” world.

To be thorough, clients should 
compile a list of all their digital property, 
whether at their home or office or online, 
and certainly everything that requires a 
password or login. In addition, both 
for their security and for long-range 
planning, make sure they use a password 
manager program that allows them to 
store and save their logins and passwords 
in one secure location. Otherwise, it 
will be difficult, if not impossible, to 
compile all of that information when 
they pass. Of course, they should be sure 
that someone knows the password to the 
password manager.

2. DECIDE WHAT TO DO WITH 

EACH DIGITAL ASSET 

How should their estate handle the 
various types of digital assets? It’s the 
same question you would ask clients 
about real estate or bank accounts, and 
it applies equally to their digital lives. 
Of course, if you do not know about the 
many types of existing digital assets, 
including any that may be created in 
the future, you need to learn about 
them, or you could fall afoul of Rule of 
Professional Conduct 1.1’s definition 
of “competence,” which includes 
the requirement to understand the 
technology relevant to your practice.

Most likely, different types of property 
will need to be handled differently, just 
as clients might direct some tangible 
property be sold, while other items are 
given to their heirs. With digital assets, 
clients may want some to be archived 
or saved, others deleted or erased, 

while some may need to be transferred 
to friends, family members or other 
colleagues. For each digital account 
or asset (or type of asset), specify how 
the digital executor (yes, the “digital 
executor”) should handle the asset. 

When it comes to Facebook, LinkedIn 
and other social media, some people may 
want their accounts deleted, others may 
prefer that they remain as a place for 
family and friends to “communicate.” 
For example, Facebook offers the option 
of designating a “legacy contact” who 
can manage your page after you are gone, 
or turning the page into a “Memorialized 
Account,” which remains present 
but inactive, or the account can be 
deactivated entirely. Google offers an 
inactive account manager that will tell 
it what to do with accounts that become 
inactive for a designated period of 
time. Most people are unaware of these 
options.

Then there are the shopping accounts, 
which should probably be closed. 
However, if you try to find out how 
to close an Amazon account, you will 
discover there are no readily available 
answers. If your client has an online 
store, that raises other questions. And 
don’t forget sites that provide miles or 
points. They may have significant value, 
if they can be redeemed or used once the 
owner passes.

Finally, there is incoming email, 
which does not stop when someone 
dies. Who handles email is an important 
question because bills and other 
important documents, including tax 
documents, may still be delivered that 
way. Consequently, the digital executor 
needs to monitor email accounts, change 
email addresses for various companies, 
and take other actions to assure that 
important information continues to be 
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TrialDirector 360  
As more courtrooms are modified to 
accommodate new technology and 
allow for electronic presentation of 
evidence, trial presentation apps and 
software have become more prolific 
and powerful. TrialDirector 360 is one 
example from IPro—a company that 
has been around since 1989—which 
recently acquired the TrialDirector 
software to complement its previous 
eDiscovery products.

TrialDirector 360 runs on both PCs and 
Windows-capable tablets (no support 
at time of print for Apple or Android 
operating systems) and does not need 
an internet connection to function—
although an internet connection is 
required to register the product and 
access online content. It boasts features 
that help organize, present and modify 
trial presentations and has a preview 
mode for test runs.

From TrialDirector 360’s information 
page at https://iprotech.com/software/
trial-director-360/, features include:
Transcript management
•  Save and print searches
•  Issue-code transcripts and print associated 

digests
•  View linked exhibits
•  Print condensed transcripts with word 

index
Video management
•  View video depositions of witnesses and 

parties
•  Create focused, insightful video clips for 

use at trial
•  Synchronize a video deposition to the 

transcript text
Document management
•  Pack up your entire case and then simply 

unpack it on your laptop for trial
•  Create witness and trial workbooks
•  Create and print exhibit/trial exhibit lists
Trial presentation
•  “Tear out” a section of a document to 

focus the jury’s attention
•  Present exhibits in a side-by-side 

comparison
•  Play a witness’s video deposition with or 

without scrolling transcript text

You can contact Ipro at https://iprotech.
com/software/ tr ial-director-360/ 
to schedule a demo and view their 
other discovery and trial presentation 
offerings and services.

Tech   BRIEFS
When it comes to Facebook, LinkedIn  

and other social media, some people may  
want their accounts deleted, others may prefer 

that they remain as a place for family and 
friends to “communicate.”
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delivered – while the junk stops.
3. NAME A DIGITAL EXECUTOR

Clients need an executor for their 
non-digital assets; they should also have 
a digital executor to handle their digital 
assets. While there is no provision under 
Pennsylvania law that permits a decedent 
to name a digital executor, some states 
have enacted the Uniform Fiduciary 
Access to Digital Assets Act. This law, 
which has been introduced but has not 
yet been passed in the Pennsylvania 
legislature, allows executors, trustees, 

or court-appointed persons access to a 
deceased's digital assets. 

Regardless, nothing prohibits the 
designation of a digital executor in a 
will. A prudent attorney should therefore 
discuss with clients the possibility 
of designating a digital executor and 
explain the role they would play in the 
administration of their estates. 

The goal of estate planning is to leave 
as little to chance as possible. In this age 
in which so many of us live our lives 
online, shopping online, banking online, 

communicating online and storing 
everything electronically, it is hard to 
believe, yet it is true, that lawyers are 
still ignoring the question of how their 
clients handle their electronic lives 
when they die.

Daniel J. Siegel, (dan@danieljsiegel.com), 
a member of the Board of The Philadelphia 
Lawyer, is the president of Integrated 
Technology Services LLC, a consulting 
firm that helps law offices improve their 
workflow through the use of technology.  

While there is no provision under Pennsylvania law that  
permits a decedent to name a Digital Executor, some states have  

enacted the Uniform Fiduciary Access to Digital Assets Act.  
This law, which has been introduced but has not yet been passed  

in the Pennsylvania legislature, allows executors, trustees, or  
court-appointed persons access to a deceased's digital assets. 
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AS THE SPRING SUN EMERGES AND THE AIR WARMS, THOUGHTS OF THE OUTDOORS 
and physical activity fill the spirits of those ready to bust out of the winter blues and get their bodies 
moving. This spring, do so in style, and with a proper record of your activities, with a fitness tracker.

So, from the basic-but-durable to the just-short-of-a-chest-strap-advanced, how do these fitness 
trackers compare?

Tech  
UPDATE

FEATURES MOOV NOW MOTIV RING GARMIN VIVOACTIVE 3 
MUSIC

DISPLAY TYPE NONE NONE COLOR LCD

EST. BATTERY LIFE 6 MONTHS 3 DAYS •  7 DAYS
•  W/GPS + MUSIC = 5 HRS

WHAT IT TRACKS

•  DAILY ACTIVITY
•  PRE-PROGRAMMED 

ACTIVITIES —  CARDIO 
BOXING, CYCLING, 
RUNNING, SWIMMING, 
CALISTHENICS

•  STEPS
•  ACTIVE MINUTES
•  DISTANCE
•  HEART RATE
•  SLEEP

•  STEPS
•  STAIRS
•  DISTANCE
•  ACTIVITIES — STAND-

UP PADDLE BOARDING, 
YOGA, ROWING, AND 
MORE

•   HEART RATE
•   SLEEP

SPECIAL FEATURES
•  WATERPROOF
•  REAL-TIME AUDIO 

COACHING

•  WATERPROOF UP TO 
165 FEET

•  COMPATIBLE WITH 
APPLE HEALTH AND 
GOOGLE FIT

•  3.5 GB OF STORAGE FOR 
MUSIC, PODCASTS, AND 
MORE

•  ADVANCED METRICS: 
VO2 MAX, STRESS, 
FITNESS AGE

•  SMARTWATCH 
CAPABILITIES

POSSIBLE DRAWBACK
BASIC STATS ARE NOT 
AS DETAILED AS OTHER 
TRACKERS

NO SCREEN; HAVE TO 
OPEN APP TO SEE STATS

MAY BE A BIT BULKY FOR 
SLEEPING

PRICE
$79.00 | ON AMAZON 
+ FREE SHIPPING FOR 
AS LOW AS $42.00

$199.99 | AVAILABLE 
ON AMAZON WITH 
FREE SHIPPING

$299.99 | ON AMAZON 
+ FREE SHIPPING FOR 
AS LOW AS $256.99

Moov Now Motiv Ring Garmin Vivoactive 3 Music
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BOOK REVIEW

A
utobiographies can be self-
serving, name-dropping 
and otherwise laudatory, an 

attempt to place a life in a good light, 
especially in rags-to-famous cases.

This memoir by Philadelphia lawyer 
Nelson Diaz transcends the usual fare, 
is a fascinating read on many levels 
and is absolutely inspiring. The title 
comes from the perception of many of 
us toward the heritage of those of Puerto 
Rican ancestry, and is echoed by present 
Puerto Ricans.

Diaz was born in New York City, and 
was raised by a single mother who had 
recently arrived from Puerto Rico.  His 
childhood was poor, and he spoke only 
Spanish until a few years into elementary 
school.  He was not a good student, and 
was pushed into a commercial high 
school in his neighborhood, although he 
was good at numbers and thought about 
becoming an accountant.

With his efforts, and a recognition 
of his talents by others, he got into St. 
John’s College and Temple Law School, 
and then into the practice of law in 1972 
and otherwise, as to which the following 
is a brief list:

•  Worked at WolfBlock LLP, Blank 
Rome LLP, Cozen O’Connor and 
Dilworth Paxson LLP before retiring

•  Held a White House fellowship
•  Headed the Spanish Merchants 

Association and other minority group 
leaderships

•  Sat on the Philadelphia Court of  
Common Pleas, and ultimately as 
administrative judge of the trial 
division

•  Served as general counsel to HUD
•  Served as a Philadelphia city solicitor 

and public defender 
As he tells his story, he effusively 

thanks those who helped along the 
way, particularly Peter Liacouras, 
Carl Singley, Henry Cisneros (who 
contributed an introduction to the book), 
and several now deceased partners at 
WolfBlock.  He also credits his faith and 
family.

What particularly impressed me was 
his acknowledgment of how much he had 
to learn at every point in his career, and 
how much he learned from those who 
worked with him. One portion which I 
found compelling was his relationship 
with, and description of, the character of 
Vice President Walter Mondale, to whom 
he was assigned for his White House 
fellowship.  When Diaz accomplishes 
something, or participates in history, he 

lets you know, and when he blunders, he 
tells you that also, and how he learned 
from it.

His memory is exhaustive, his 
appreciation of American democracy 
is strong, his efforts on behalf of all 
minorities are powerful and his devotion 
to Philadlephia, his adopted city, is 
amazing.

I have known Nelson for more than 
40 years. Disclosure - as president of the 
Philadelphia Jaycees in the mid-1970s, I 
had the honor of giving Nelson an award 
as Outstanding Young Leader (unless I 
missed it, not mentioned in the book).

In short, it was a pleasure reading this 
book - Nelson Diaz is a gem among us.

David I. Grunfeld (dgrunfeld@astorweiss.
com), of counsel to Astor Weiss Kaplan & 
Mandel, LLP, is a member of the Editorial 
Board of The Philadelphia Lawyer.

By DAVID I. GRUNFELD 

NOT FROM HERE,  
NOT FROM THERE
by Nelson A. Diaz, Esquire
241 pages
$22.76, Temple U. Press, 2018

Gem Among Us
An Inspiring Memoir of  
Philadelphia Lawyer Nelson A. Diaz





40th Annual Philadelphia Bar Association Run/Walk

That Was Then
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1985 – Philadelphia Court of Common Pleas 
President Judge Bradley (middle) being the 
first judge to finish the 10K race.

1987 – Phillip Kircher, then of Schnader Harrison 
Segal & Lewis LLP, now of Cozen O’Connor, won 
the 10K race for the eighth consecutive time.

1992 – Phillip Shiekman of Cohen finished 
with friend, Phyllis Swain.

1993 – Left to Right: Manny Pokotilow Philadelphia 
Court of Common Pleas Judge Stephen Leven 
and former Chancellor Abe Reich before the race.

1992 – Max Goldman (Runner No. 1445) of 
Caesar, Rivise, Bernstein, Cohen & Pokotilow 
finished the race with another participant.

1999 – Arnold Joseph of Cozen O’ Connor 
stretched it out to finish the 10K run on May 
16, 1999. 

2009 – Members of the Family Law Section 
donned t-shirts and participated as a group 
for the 30th Annual Run/Walk. 

2009 – More than 1,200 runners and walkers 
braved rain, cool temperatures and breezy 
conditions to participate in the 30th Annual 
Run/Walk on May 17, 2009 along Martin 
Luther King Drive.

1994 – Attorney Patrick McDonnell screamed 
to a finish during the May 15, 1994 Run/Walk. 

THIS YEAR MARKS THE 40TH ANNUAL PHILADELPHIA BAR ASSOCIATION RUN/WALK!  
To celebrate this exciting milestone, a 10K race option has been added. Join us on Sunday, May 19, 2019, in Fairmount Park 
for a 10K run, a 5K run or a 5K walk. Your support helps abused children find more stable lives.

Begun in 1979, the Bar Run has grown each year to more than 1,300 runners and walkers of all ages who participate in this 
annual charity event organized by the Philadelphia Bar Association. The Bar Run spotlights the concern for the children of 
Philadelphia and benefits the Support Center for Child Advocates.






